Yeast mutation thought to arrest mRNA transport markedly increases the length of the 3' poly(A) on polyadenylated RNA.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae the function of the RN A1 gene is believed to be required for the transport of newly synthesized mRNA from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. Nuclear poly(A)+ RNAs accumulate and cytoplasmic mRNAs decay after the temperature-sensitive (ts) rna1.1 mutant is shifted from 25 degrees C to 37 degrees C. In this study the 3' poly(A) upon poly(A)+ RNA synthesized after expression of rna1.1 was shown to be appreciably longer than the poly(A) normally present on yeast cytoplasmic mRNA. This increased poly(A) length is due to rna1.1, since it was found only in this mutant after a 25 degrees C to 37 degrees C heat shock, not an intragenic non-ts revertant of rna1.1, wild-type (RN A1+) cells or a RN A1+, rna2.1 mutant subjected to equivalent heat shocks. It may be an indication that the normal shortening of the poly(A) on mRNAs does not occur in the nucleus, but happens only with transport to the cytoplasm. Alterations in the mean size of poly(A) may be a relatively simple marker for mRNA transport defects.